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STATISTICAL MECHANICS 
Statist ical  mechanics, along with almost all other branches of science, has been 
developing rapidly in the past decade, and this development has been accom- 
panied by, and recorded in, a growing number of books which treat the subject 
at a var iety of levels, with varying degrees of completeness, and from varying 
points of view. The scientist in another field who has heard of some of these recent 
developments and would like to learn something about them for possible use in 
his own work has the problem of finding his way in the l i terature of the subject. 
The nonspecialist has the usual difficulty that  introductory books, which he can 
read, often do not deal with the subjects he is really interested in, and the mono- 
graphs and advanced books which do discuss these subjects are often not easily 
read by anybody, and especially not by the outsider. In this review article I shall 
discuss the following recently publ ished books on statist ical mechanics, and I 
shall t ry  to aim my comments at the interested scientist outside the field. That  is 
to say, I shall t ry to indicate the background which each of these books presup- 
poses, the choice of subject matter  in the books, and the ways in which these 
books are related to the older l i terature on the subject and to the problems of 
most current interest in the field. 
By far the simplest and briefest introduct ion to the subject is a l itt le booklet 
by E. A. Guggenheim entit led Boltzmann's Distribution Law (1). This can be read 
in a few evenings by anyone who has had a good course in general physics and who 
is at home with the calculus. It  is obvious that  in the sixty small pages he uses 
Guggenheim can discuss no more than the rudiments, but it is amazing how neatly 
and clearly he is able to do just this. The reader is asked to accept Boltzmann's 
distr ibution law for the number of molecules having a specified energy in a sys- 
tem whose temperature is fixed, and on this basis Guggenheim develops the sta- 
t ist ical explanation of the thermal  properties of gases and simple crystals. He 
gives a very clear picture of the way in which statist ical mechanics provides an 
understanding of the equil ibrium states of macroscopic systems from a knowledge 
of their  molecular properties, even though he limits his discussion to the simplest 
possible examples. 
While Guggenheim's booklet is intended as no more than a short introduct ion 
to the subject for undergraduates, Kitte l 's  recent book, Elementary Statistical 
Physics, (2), goes a good deal further. Kitte l  has written for first-year graduate 
students in physics and his book assumes a real famil iarity with thermodynamics,  
atomic physics, and advanced calculus. For a reader with this background Kit-  
tel 's book provides a good introduct ion to many of the principal ideas of stat ist ical  
mechanics and to an unusual ly interesting selection of applications of these 
ideas. His book is well adapted to self-study because the discussions are clear and 
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direct. There is no switching around from one method to another, no profusion of 
elaborate notat ion to suggest spurious generality, and no appeal to complicated 
mathematics where simple methods work as well. (As the reader may well imagine, 
these defects from which Kitte l 's  book is free are decidedly present in other books 
in this field.) 
In the first half of his book, Kitte l  presents the basic idea of the ensemble as a 
suitable statist ical device for representing the behavior of macroscopic systems 
about which we have only very incomplete (macroscopic) information. He uses 
the microcanonical, canonical and gran d canonical ensembles of Gibbs and shows 
in each case how the ensemble parameters are related to the thermodynamic 
properties of the physical system represented by the ensemble. The t reatment  is 
carried out for systems described by quantum mechanics as well as for classical 
systems, and Kittel  gives introductory treatments of such subjects as the ideal 
gas, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics, chemical equil ibrium, and mag- 
netic systems. Several examples, discussed in detail, show how the largeness of the 
number of degrees of freedom of macroscopic systems plays an essential part  in 
simplifying their properties. Many problems, including some very inteestt ing 
ones, are included. 
The second half of the book deals with a var iety of matters which have not 
found their  way into most texts on statist ical mechanics. Kitte l 's  discussions of 
these are always interesting, brief and to the point, although many of the sub- 
tleties are necessarily omitted. There is, however, very l itt le cont inuity in this 
half of the book, and each section is virtual ly a separate discussion introducing the 
reader to a subject of interest. Among the matters treated are the theory of fluc- 
tuations, stochastic processes in physics including the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, 
Nyquist 's  theorem, Brownian motion, and the Onsager eciprocal relations with 
an application to thermoelectricity. There are also several sections i l lustrat ing 
kinetic methods in relaxation problems, in t ransport  heory, and in nuclear phys- 
ics. The applications are freshly chosen from a var iety of problems of current 
interest in physics. 
The reader who wants to go beyond the material  t reated by Kitte l  must specify 
his interests. The field which has been studied most extensively is the application 
of statist ical mechanics to systems in thermodynamic equil ibrium, and there is a 
wide choice of books dealing with these applications. The standard reference on 
this subject for many years was Statistical Thermodynamics (3) by Fowler and Gug- 
genheim. This book is still extremely useful, despite the fact that  it is over twenty 
years old, since it covers an enormous range of subject matter  and gives both ex- 
tensive and intensive treatments of the properties of gases, liquids, crystals, mag- 
netic systems, chemical equilibria, etc. A much more recent book which attempts 
the same sort of encyclopedic overage, reviewing much of the recent l i terature 
in the field is 5/[tinster's treatise, Statistische Thermodynamik (4). There are two 
other excellent books which have appeared in the last few years, both of which are 
quite readable, and both of which discuss classical thermodynamics as well as 
statist ical mechanics. These are A. H. Wilson's Thermodynamics and Statistical 
Mechanics (5) and Statistical Physics (6) by L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz. Both 
books cover a wide range of subject matter  although neither strives for complete- 
ness. Wilson's book has part icular ly good discussions of such matters as the 
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Carathgodory axiomatization of thermodynamics, the th i rd law of thermody- 
namics, and phase equilibrium. Landau and Lifshitz is notable for its original ap- 
proach to many subjects, including some due to the authors such as Landau's 
theory of quantum liquids and his discussion of the role of symmetry in second 
order phase transit ions. Two more books must be mentioned in this general cate- 
gory. SchrSdinger's Statistical Thermodynamics (7)is a brief but absolutely master- 
ful exposition of the methods of statist ical mechanics including the clearest exist- 
ing discussion of the Darwin-Fowler method (which uses steepest descents) and 
a detailed study of the quantum ideal gases. Hill 's Statistical Mechanics (8) unlike 
all the others so far mentioned, really presumes ome previous knowledge of sta- 
t istical mechanics. Hill 's book is most valuable for its review of recent work on the 
difficult problems of equil ibrium statist ical mechanics: the theory of condensa- 
tion of gases, the theory of liquids, and the theory of the Ising model for coopera- 
t ive phenomena. 
The problems being studied most in statist ical mechanics at the present ime 
are those of systems not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Much effort is now being 
devoted to the construction of theories for determining the transport  coefficients, 
relaxation times, and other macroscopic properties which characterize systems 
undergoing irreversible processes, from a knowledge of their  molecular properties. 
There are, so far, only the beginnings of a general theory here and nothing com- 
parable to the established structure of the equil ibrium theory exists yet. The liter- 
ature on these problems is, correspondingly, much more scattered and varied in 
nature and is not codified in treatises. A useful general survey of this l i terature as 
of 1954 was published in a rather brief review article by E. Montrol l  and M. S. 
Green (9). One can get some idea of the wide variety of methods being used to at- 
tack the difficult problems involved by perusing the Proceedings of the International 
Symposium on Transport Processes in Statistical Mechanics (10) held in Brussels 
in 1956. Two reviews (11, 12) of part icular aspects of irreversibi l i ty and noncqui- 
l ibrium problems have appeared very recently and these also contain extensive 
references to work on the problems which they discuss. The reader with strong 
mathematical  interests and background should also consult Kac's recent book, 
Probability and Related Topics in Physical Sciences (13). This is a rather individual 
book, devoted in large part to Kac's own work, and it contains an excellent dis- 
cussion of a number of basic questions related to irreversibi l ity in its third chap- 
ter. The appendix by Uhlenbeck on the Boltzmann equation should also not be 
missed. 
I should like to conclude by calling the reader's attent ion to a book first pub- 
lished in 1912, which has recently been translated into English, whose ideas are as 
relevant oday as they were when first published. I refer to the monograph The 
Conceptual Foundations of the Statistical Approach in Mechanics (I ~) , originally 
written by Paul and Tat iana Ehrenfest for the Encyklopddie der mathematischen 
Wissenschaften. This book can properly be described as a classic, and anyone who 
intends a serious study of statist ical mechanics hould read it. 
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